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Summary 

The effects of climate change show the importance of mitigating the effects of 
rising temperatures like extreme weather events (e.g. droughts). Hereby, the 
industry sector and especially energy production are the biggest greenhouse 
gas emitter worldwide. Consequently, companies have to reduce their carbon 
footprint. Nevertheless, it is often argued that customers should make 
sustainable shopping choices and in doing so influence retailers to become 
more sustainable. However, to enable consumers to purchase climate-friendly 
products, they need a reliable source of information. Therefore, companies 
should calculate the carbon footprint for each of their products. The product 
carbon footprint (PCF) is most commonly evaluated with the Greenhouse Gas 
Protocol Product Standard, the PAS 2050, or the ISO 14067. In this whitepaper, 
these three standards are compared based on their different rules of calculati-
on, result, and usability. The main calculation differences were found in the ca-
tegories cut-off-criteria, capital goods, allocation & recycling, reporting, stored 
carbon, land-use change, green electricity, and uncertainty assessment. The 
GHG product standard has the most detailed explanations and guidelines. Fur-
thermore, improvements to the standards are proposed to enhance their appli-
cation and comparability. This is important to offer customers reliable informa-
tion to enable climate-friendly choices. 
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1. Introduction 

Global warming is becoming more visible and already star4ng to unleash its cata-
strophic effects like storms, heat waves, and unavailability of water. The amount 
of greenhouse gases (GHG) released plays a central role in global warming. Scien-
4fic research has proven that an increasing amount of GHG emissions in the at-
mosphere causes infrared radia4on to be emiDed back into the atmosphere ins-
tead of leaving it. The rising infrared radia4on causes the temperature to rise [1], 
[2], [3]. The leading researching ins4tu4on for the effects of global warming and 
climate change is the intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC). In 2018 
the IPCC released a detailed report on the cause and effects of global warming of 
1.5°C. The research shows that the global temperature already increased by 0.8°C 
to 1.2°C compared to the pre-industrial level (1850-1900). A further increase to 
1.5°C is likely to be reached between 2030 and 2052 by the current global war-
ming rate. However, the effects and destruc4on caused by a temperature rise of 
1.5°C compared to 2.0°C are crucial. The long-term goal of the IPCC is to advise 
and educate world leaders to make necessary policies to reduce emissions. To 
keep the climate goals in reach, like from the Paris agreement, GHG emissions 
have to decline well before 2030 [3].  

The biggest economic sectors which emit the most GHG emissions are electricity 
and heat produc4on, agriculture forestry and other land use, Industry, and trans-
porta4on. In Germany, the sectors producing the most emissions are energy fol-
lowed by transporta4on [4]. Calcula4ng a carbon footprint (CF) is the first step to 
evaluate GHG emissions. Once the data is recorded and analyzed, measures can 
be taken to mi4gate the effects of global warming. This can be achieved by redu-
cing the assessed CF [5]. In contrast to standards for environmental management 
and repor4ng, which focus, among other things, on process architectures. the 
CO₂ footprint addresses the en4re produc4on chain of a product or a company's 
produc4on [6], [7]. Over the years different interna4onal contracts have been 
formed to reduce GHG emissions. In 1997 the Kyoto protocol was formed and in 
2005 it was ra4fied by 192 par4es. It was followed by the Paris climate agree-
ment which has been ra4fied by 196 par4es in 2015 [2]. The goal of the Paris cli-
mate agreement is to restrict global warming to 1.5°C and reach neutral emissi-
ons by 2050 [8]. In Germany, regulatory policies are implemented to push com-
panies towards sustainable produc4ons. Since 2005 the carbon cer4ficates have 
been established to limit the GHG emissions a company is allowed to emit. In 
2021 a CO₂-tax was introduced, which raises the prices for gas, petrol, and hea-
4ng oil [9]. Driven by climate change and increasing poli4cal pressure, there is a 
growing need for companies to achieve more sustainability [10].   

This paper proposes improvements for calcula4ng a product carbon footprint. 
This approach is based on exis4ng standards and aims at crea4ng a model to 
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make carbon reduc4on more aDrac4ve for companies. At first, the carbon foot-
print is introduced followed by an explana4on and comparison of interna4onally 
accepted product carbon footprint assessment standards. The three standards 
compared are PAS 2050 (2011), GHG Protocol product standard (2011), and ISO 
14067 (2018). The comparison is based on assessment steps that have methodo-
logical differences between the standards. Mi4ga4on strategies proposed by the 
IPCC are then introduced to iden4fy effec4ve measures to reduce global war-
ming. These measures are transferred to the affected footprint calcula4on steps. 
Addi4onally, the widely accepted Nutri-score system for processed foods is app-
lied as a best-prac4ce method to create an easily understandable carbon label for 
consumers.   

The history of ecological footprints dates back to the 1970s when the first de-
signs emerged. In the mean4me, they have become a widespread marke4ng and 
poli4cal tool. There is a variety of different footprints in literature, which provide 
informa4on about specific environmental aspects of products [11]. In the scien4-
fic context, eight common footprints are used for achieving sustainable develop-
ment: the environmental, carbon, energy, water, biodiversity, land, phosphorus, 
and nitrogen footprint. Each footprint focuses on a different environmental im-
pact factor. Depending on the product or company, that is assessed, the main 
impact factor for the sustainability of a product changes [12], [13], [14]. Recent 
aDempts by the European Union focused on crea4ng a comprehensive footprint, 
that includes many different factors and is interna4onally accepted. In 2012 the 
product environmental footprint (PEF) guide was published and in the following 
years un4l 2016, the first product assessments were carried out. To date, there 
are 25 different product categories for which product specific guidelines have 
been released. The calcula4on is life cycle oriented and based on several ISO 
standards, Interna4onal Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD), the GHG Proto-
col and the PAS 2050. Nevertheless, the PEF has not been established yet and is 
considerably more complex than the CF since it considers 13 impact categories. 
These categories include GHG emissions, effects on the ozone layer, toxins, water 
consump4on, land change and eutrophica4on of waters [15]. Due to the lack of a 
wide applica4on range and the higher complexity this paper focuses on the more 
common carbon footprints.  
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2. Carbon Footprints 

The carbon footprint is defined by ISO 14067 as the result of greenhouse gas 
emissions along the en4re life cycle of a product in a defined applica4on and unit 
of use [16] [17]. The six different kinds of greenhouse gases from the Kyoto pro-
tocol from 1997 are carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, par4ally halogena-
ted hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorinated hydrocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride 
[18], [19]. These have been further researched and completed by the IPCC. The 
2007 report from IPCC includes already 63 different GHGs in their greenhouse 
gases report [20]. This may be misleading since GHG are more than just carbon 
emissions. To s4ll present a result in carbon dioxide emissions an equivalent of 
carbon dioxide (CO₂-eq) is calculated for the other GHG emission, the global 
warming poten4al (GWP) [21], [18], [19].  Carbon dioxide has a GWP of 1 kg CO₂-
eq, this is used as a normaliza4on factor for GWP. Other GHG receive, depending 
on their greenhouse effect compared to carbon dioxide, a mul4ple of this. For 
example, methane has a GWP of 25 kg CO₂-eq. The GWP can be calculated for 
different 4me horizons, for the CF it is 100 years. This is based on the considera-
4on that aier a certain 4me the GWP is becoming irrelevant [21].  

The carbon footprint mainly dis4nguishes between the footprint of a product and 
the footprint of a company. The corporate-related CO₂ footprint includes the 
GHG emissions in the produc4on phase of the respec4ve company, which can 
include mul4ple products. The product-related carbon footprint (PCF) comprises 
the total amount of GHG emissions caused over the en4re life cycle of a product 
or service. These emissions can occur during the procurement of resources, pro-
duc4on, transport, distribu4on, final consump4on, and disposal [11], [19].  

2.1. Corporate carbon footprint 

 A corporate-related footprint can be calculated using, for example, the Green-
house Gas Protocol Corporate Standard (2004) or ISO DIN EN 14064-1:2019-06 
[22]. The GHG Protocol is the most commonly used method to calculate direct 
and indirect carbon emissions on an organiza4onal level. The standard from 2004 
defines three different scopes for a CCF. Scope 1 is defined by the GHG protocol 
as direct emissions, meaning everything that happens within the organiza4on like 
facili4es or company vehicles, which are owned or controlled by the company. 
Scope 2 includes indirect emissions (upstream emission) from electricity con-
sump4on. However, steam, hea4ng, and cooling, which are consumed by the or-
ganiza4on have to be considered as well [18]. The Scope 3 standard from the 
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GHG protocol also known as the Corporate value chain Standard includes all 
other indirect emissions up- or downstream [23]. These can be for example 
purchased goods and services, capital goods, transporta4on, and business travel 
for upstream emissions. For downstream emissions Scope 3 includes the proces-
sing of sold products, use of sold products, end-of-life treatment of products, and 
investments. The Scope 3 standard is oien underes4mated by organiza4ons and 
it is op4onal even though Scope 3 emissions account for a significant amount of 
the overall footprint [18]. 

Figure 1: The three scopes of the GHG protocol [24] 

The ISO 14064 Standard is based on the GHG protocol [25]. A difference between 
the two standards for example is that ISO can be cer4fied and is fiDed for indus-
trial usage whereas the GHG protocol is also performed by NGOs and govern-
ments [14].   

Benefits for companies calcula4ng a CCF can be synergies with other func4onal 
areas. The data can help the R&D department to develop “greener” products 
[25], [26]. Furthermore, the data can be used for internal and external carbon 
repor4ng. Lastly, it can be used for corporate branding [26] and employee marke-
4ng [25]. The goal is to integrate the CCF within the different departments of an 
organiza4on (produc4on, logis4cs, innova4ons, marke4ng, finance, and accoun-
4ng) to use the CCF as a support to make sustainable decisions [25] and gain 
transparency [26].  

The corporate carbon footprint can be a founda4on to start the calcula4on of the 
product's carbon footprint. However, there are methodological issues that Navar-
ro et al. iden4fied, which have to be addressed when corporate data is used to 
calculate products. In a detailed study in the wine industry, the authors collabora-
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ted with 18 wineries to perform carbon footprint calcula4ons and conducted a 
literature review as well. First, the corporate and product standards include diffe-
rent scopes. A PCF includes all related emissions along the life-cycle of the pro-
duct, whereas the CCF is calculated in different scopes (1-3). Fugi4ve emissions 
(like hydrofluorocarbon from the use of a refrigerator) are part of the CCF Scope 
1. These emissions are mostly not specified for PCF calcula4ons, par4cularly if 
they are not directly linked to the product. Secondly, the approach for the calcu-
la4on of waste recycling is different for CCF and PCF, however, calcula4ons show 
that the calculated difference is negligible. Differences in referencing can become 
a problem. For example, in the wine industry, the PCF is calculated per boDle of 
wine. The vineyards, that produce the grapes, can calculate their emissions based 
on ha cul4vated or kg per grape. This causes a no4ceable difference when used 
for further calcula4on. Accumula4on can cause further differences due to stored 
glass boDles in the wine industry, which are sold from previous years but are not 
considered within the yearly numbers of produced boDles of wine as well as 
boDles that are longer stored. The last iden4fied issue is to use organiza4onal 
data for minor products. The smaller the representa4veness a product has com-
pared to the total amount of produced products by the company, the bigger the 
calcula4on error [27].  

2.2. Life Cycle assessment  

Even though there are methodological differences in the calcula4on of carbon 
footprints they are widely based on the life-cycle assessment (LCA) approach 
[11]. There are primarily three different methodological approaches to LCA: in-
put-output, process-based, and hybrid. The main idea of the input-output me-
thod is to model processes or industries based on their input and output flows. 
These flows can be accumulated in tables. Meaning the outputs of an economy 
are known and by using these total numbers, like the amount of material from 
one industry bought by another, can be broken down into individual companies 
or products. It can be described as: “(…) a mathema4cally defined procedure 
using economic and environmental data to determine the effect of change in the 
output of a single sector. This method can be applied to any economy defined by 
the transac4ons between sectors (agriculture, heavy machinery, etc.).” [28]. The 
rela4onships between the sectors are calculated with the produce from industry 
A necessary to produce one dollar in industry B. For example how many screws 
do I need to produce one dollar of revenue in the car industry? The calcula4on of 
energy consump4on can be done reliably with the process-based method. The 
hybrid LAC methodology is a mix of both methods [28]. 
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An LCA can be performed with the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 standards, which are 
input-output based [29]. Most common is the cradle-to-grave method, which in-
cludes every step of a product's life-cycle [11]. These are common raw materials, 
manufacturing/processing, usage, disposal [29]. The basic steps of an LCA are (1) 
defini4on of goal and scope, (2) analysis of the inventory, (3) life cycle impact as-
sessment, (4) Interpreta4on and explana4on of the results [29], [28]. Figure 2 
visualizes the LCA steps:   

Figure 2: Steps for an LCA assessment 

The calcula4on scope for manufacturers has to be defined and enables the omit-
4ng of certain processes. This is useful for some products due to their large num-
ber of produc4on steps. In the next step, the available or collected data is analy-
zed and with the help of set formulas, it is used to calculate the GHG emissions 
[11]. LCA soiware that supports the necessary calcula4ons are for example GaBi 
and OpenLCA. They can iden4fy the percentages of emissions within different 
scopes (1-3 GHG protocol), processes, and visualize the results [14].  

2.3. Product carbon footprint 

The three common standards for calcula4ng a PCF are Publicly Available Specifi-
ca4ons (PAS) 2050, the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Product Standard (2011), and 
ISO 14067 [11], [21], [30], [31] [14]. In addi4on to these three standards, many 
guidelines exist for calcula4ng a carbon footprint. Many countries have started 
ini4a4ves to calculate carbon footprints. In most countries, the calcula4on of a 
PCF is not required by law. Nevertheless, own guidelines and standards have 
been developed for example in Germany (pcf-project), the US (carbon fund), and 
Thailand. Some countries have regulatory requirements like France, Australia, 
and Japan (TSQ001). In France, certain products must be cer4fied and follow the 
legal requirements established in 2010.  Another policy to encourage par4cipa4-
on is prac4ced in Thailand where companies receive subsidies for consultants 
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helping to assess the CF [11]. However, the overall lack of a uniform interna4o-
nally recognized standard is also one of the biggest cri4cisms concerning the PCF 
and hinders its acceptance [11], [13], [31], [14], [32].  

Figure 3: Visualiza4on of des PCF and CCF scope in accordance with [14] 

The Graphic shows the “conceptual rela4onship” between the PCF and the CCF 
[14]. Caused by the variance within the different carbon footprint methodologies 
there is a rising ini4a4ve for “integrated approaches to increase comparability 
and reduce complexity” [14]. This method starts by calcula4ng a comprehensive 
CCF, which can be gradually broken down to the processes, products, and ser-
vices in the company with the support of weigh4ng. This approach is similar to 
the method men4oned earlier, however with the use of weigh4ng factors, some 
of the methodological issues (e.g. system boundaries) should be resolved [13]. 
Other issues concerning the calcula4on of PCFs make comparisons difficult since 
these issues lead to differences in results are the scope of GHG emissions, cut-off 
criteria specifica4ons, and the  [13].  Especially the problem of the system boun-
dary is well discussed in the literature [19], [32], [33]. In chapter 4 a detailed 
comparison of the differences between the standards is made. 

An opportunity for companies is the rising interest in sustainable investments. 
The carbon report is used as evidence for the company’s efforts to be more cli-
mate-friendly and reduce its CF. There are a lot of free databases and tools which 
help calcula4ng a PCF [13]. Furthermore, there is a strong marke4ng trend for 
sustainable produc4on, a PCF calcula4on offers a dis4nc4on between the labels 
and gives the customer more proof than the label “eco-friendly”. By now there 
are more than 546 eco-labels and a rising number of fake ones [13].  

There are different approaches to design a carbon footprint label. However, de-
sign studies have shown, that not all labels are meaningful and understandable 
for consumers. It has been proven that the simple number of calculated CO₂-eq is 
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not helpful for consumers. To generate an added value with the CF labels, costu-
mers have to a) be able to compare products or b) need a color code as an eva-
lua4on on how the product performs [34] [35] [36].  
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3. PCF International Standards 

In the following the three standards PAS 2050, GHG Protocol Product Standard, 
and ISO 14067 are introduced.  

3.1. PAS 2050 (2011) 

PAS 2050 was published in 2008 by the Bri4sh Standards Ins4tu4on (BSI) and 
jointly promoted by the Carbon Trust and the UK Department of Environment 
[11]. The standard was revised in 2011 to correspond with the GHG product pro-
tocol in key points [37]. Carbon Trust aims to support other companies in esta-
blishing a low carbon economy. The standard responded to the market need for 
more sustainable products and is one of the first examples of using a single indi-
cator to compare products for assessing GHG emissions over the life-cycle of 
products. PAS 2050 developed a framework for quan4fying GHG emissions along 
the life-cycle of products. The life-cycle analysis is based on ISO 14044 and ISO 
14040 which document in detail how to perform the assessment [5]. The PAS 
2050 standard, as well as a guide, are freely available online [21]. The PAS 2050 
does not provide communica4on requirements [37] however, carbon trust offers 
cer4fica4ons and labels for communica4on purposes. The cer4fica4ons are not 
limited to the PAS 2050 standard and can be applied for the GHG Product Proto-
col and ISO 14067 as well [38]. The standard does not provide specific product 
category rules like ISO 14025 but recommends the use or development of such 
supplementary rules with industry-specific guidelines [37]. The PAS 2050 can be 
performed in 4 steps (1) scoping ( product descrip4on and system boundaries), 
(2) data collec4on (data collec4on plan and data quality check), (3) footprint cal-
cula4on (mul4ply ac4vity data with GWP, (4) interpreta4on (of results and iden4-
fica4on of carbon reduc4on poten4als) [37]. Figure 4 shows the PAS 2050 steps.  
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Figure 4: PAS 2050 steps 

To start the footprint assessment, the company should have updated material 
lists and bills or a clear picture of the processes regarding the product/service. 
Addi4onally, sta4s4cs about energy consump4on, waste, and overall produc4on 
are needed as well as logis4cs insights. This can be supplemented by a list of 
suppliers and their loca4ons [37].  

3.2. GHG Protocol Product Standard (2011) 

In 2011, the "Greenhouse gas protocol: Product life cycle accoun4ng and re-
por4ng standard" was published by the World Resource Ins4tute (WRI) and the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) [39]. All green-
house gas protocol standards are freely available online [21]. The standard is lar-
gely based on the PAS 2050 standard and life-cycle analysis. Consequently, there 
is a strong overlap in quan4fying the principles in terms of key methodological 
rules [39]. The objec4ve of the standard is to provide detailed guidance on the 
calcula4on of product-related GHG emissions and to establish an interna4onal 
standard. Besides, the outcome of the calcula4on is a basis for the iden4fica4on 
of emission reduc4on poten4als and the tracking of product performances. Fur-
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thermore, the GHG product protocol sets requirements for accoun4ng and re-
por4ng related to public informa4on of product-related CO₂ emissions [11]. The 
standard aims to apply to all industries and their different companies and orga-
niza4ons [5]. The different GHG Protocols can be applied on the cooperate level 
(GHG Protocol 2004) as well as on the product level. As a result, companies, that 
are already using the GHG protocol to report corporate emissions, can profit 
from the synergies and structures within the standards [21].  

The Protocol follows the GHGs men4oned in the Kyoto protocol and only requires 
other GHG emissions to be listed separately [39]. The standard resembles the PAS 
2050 concerning specific product rules, as none are provided, but the use is re-
commended [30]. Nevertheless, the standard offers guidance on the Product 
comparison (Appendix A), the ISO 14044 rules are explicitly not applicable. To 
compare two products assessed with the GHG product standard the func4onal 
unit of these products has to be iden4cal. Products can be compared based on 
their performance, labels, or consumer and business purchasing behavior. Howe-
ver, only the tracking of the performance can be solemnly compared based on 
the product standard. For other claims addi4onal GHG program specifica4ons are 
necessary or product rules. The product rules are established by a group of sta-
keholders and have to be peer-reviewed by experts [39]. 

The GHG protocol can be performed in twelve steps (1) define business goals, (2) 
review principles, (3) review fundamentals, (4) define the scope, (5) set the 
boundary, (6) collect and assess data quality, (7) perform alloca4on, (8) assess 
uncertainty, (9) calculate inventory results, (10) perform assurance, (11) report 
inventory results, (12) set reduc4on targets [39]. Figure 5 visualizes the GHG pro-
tocol product standard process.  

Figure 5: Steps of the GHG product standard (in accordance with [39]).  
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3.3. ISO 14067:2018 

The latest standard for calcula4ng a PCF is ISO 14067. ISO was first published in 
2013 as a technical norm ISO/TS 14067:2013 and could be tested by companies 
4ll ISO 14067 was released in 2018 [16], [21], [5]. It is based on many other exis-
4ng ISO standards such as LCA (ISO 14040, ISO 14044), guidelines for ecological 
labels (ISO 14020 series), and product category rules (ISO 14025). Similar to the 
GHG product standard ISO aligns the PAS2050 and GHG product standard further 
and aims at a broad range of applica4ons [21]. The standard was developed to 
set clear quan4fica4on and communica4on rules for GHG results [16]. Clear 
quan4fica4on rules were established to prevent so-called "greenwashing". 
"Greenwashing" denotes, that companies adver4se sustainability without a suffi-
cient basis [5]. The Standard established nine assessment principles and therefo-
re added four more to the exis4ng principles in the PAS 2050 and GHG protocol. 
The principles are explained in chapter 4. here only the principle of coherence, 
should be men4oned since it enables the comparison of different products from 
the same category [11]. The steps of the assessment are similar to the four steps 
developed in the PAS 2050 and men4oned in chapter 0. The assessment is then 
followed by a report and a cri4cal review. The specific rules for the communica4-
on of the results have been outsourced to other standards such as ISO 14026 in 
the revised version from 2018 [16]. Requirements for publica4on include a com-
munica4on plan, product category rules, and third-party verifica4on. In the last 
assessment, step ISO includes mandatory rules concerning the reduc4on of emis-
sions [11]. Figure 6 represents the rela4onship of ISO 14067 to other relevant ISO 
GHG standards.  

Figure 6: Rela4onship between ISO 14067 and the other relevant GHG management standards (in 
accordance with [16]). 
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4. Comparison of the three standards along the PCF 
process  

The overall process of a footprint assessment includes the following five steps 
[21]: (1) scope and goal, (2) footprint and calcula4on, (3) uncertainty and quality 
assessment, (4) results, (5) communica4on.  

The five steps have different sub-steps, which have to be performed for the as-
sessment. These sub-steps differ between the three standards and make up the 
criteria on which the comparison is based. The differences have been iden4fied 
through suppor4ng literature [30], [5], [40], [41], and the in-depth descrip4on of 
the PCF assessments as described by the standards [16], [37], [42], [39]. In this 
chapter (4) the similari4es and differences between the guidelines are explained. 
In the first step scope and goal the guidelines are compared based on (1) the as-
sessment principles, (2) life-cycle phases, (3) cut-off-criteria, (4) excluded emissi-
ons, (5) capital goods, and the underlying (6) GHG emissions which have to be 
assessed. The footprint calcula4on has the underlying criteria (1) data quality re-
quirements, (2) alloca4on and recycling, (3) carbon removals, (4) delayed emissi-
ons and stored carbon, (5) land-use-change, (6) green electricity and airplane 
GHG emissions. In the third step of the PCF assessment uncertainty factors and 
the overall quality have to be reported. The standards are compared based on 
the (1) uncertainty assessment, (2) allowed assurers and (3) the allowed confor-
mity claims. The Report requirements differ in the (1) scope, (2) included and se-
parately listed GHG emissions and (3) other claims which have to be included. 
Lastly the communica4on of the PCF has (1) different requirements and (2) varies 
in the allowed marke4ng statements between the standards. Figure 7 summari-
zes the criteria.  
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Figure 7: Visualiza4on of the PCF assessment steps and comparison criteria  

4.1. Goal and scope  

In the first step, the goal and scope of the footprint analysis must be specified. As 
shown in Figure 5, addi4onally the func4onal unit and the system boundary have 
to be defined for a PCF assessment. The two steps are similar in the three stan-
dards and therefore are no criteria for the comparison. Nevertheless, the steps 
are very important for the calcula4on and consequently have been included in 
the overall explana4on of the assessment. Figure 8 shows the complete sub-
steps for the scope and goal of a PCF.  

The general principles for conduc4ng a PCF are relevance, completeness, consis-
tency, accuracy and, transparency for PAS 2050 and the GHG product standard 
[21], [37]. The ISO 14067 standard adds six principles to the exis4ng ones from 
the other two standards. The principles are life cycle perspec4ve, coherence, re-
la4ve approach and func4onal or declared unit, itera4ve approach, priority of 
scien4fic approach and, avoidance of double coun4ng. 
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Figure 8: Visualiza4on of the sub-steps for the goal and scope sewng of the PCF 

Different goals can be performance tracking (GHG reduc4on), responsibili4es 
towards suppliers and customers, product differen4a4on, management of clima-
te change risks. Once the goal is defined the product, which shall be assessed, 
has to be selected. Addi4onally, it is required to define the func4onal unit for all 
three guidelines. However, the unit is especially important when it comes to the 
product comparison. The defini4on of the func4onal unit given by ISO is: “[a] 
quan4fied performance of a product system (…) for use as a reference unit” [16]. 
This means the use of the product is known and therefore quan4fied in the input 
and output flows of the product. For example, if wall paint is the assessed pro-
duct, it can be quan4fied by its func4on (coloring), dura4on (5 years), quan4ty 
(20 sqm) and, quality (98% of cover capability). This can be more suitable than 
measuring the product in kg or sqm since the product use is not always fully re-
flected by those quan44es [21]. Aierward, the different life-cycle assessment 
phases are defined. The PAS 2050 and GHG Protocol allow cradle-to-grave and 
cradle-to-gate assessments. Cradle-to-gate includes all life-cycle stages 4ll the 
product is sold or used [21] If the ISO Standard is chosen gate-to-gate and par4al 
life-cycle assessments can be performed as well [40]. The par4al PCF considers 
the GHG emissions of “one or more selected process(es) (...) in a product system” 
[16].  

The system boundaries include the cut-off criteria, the 4meframe, technical and 
geographic boundary. The cut-off-criteria differ between the standards which can 
result in varying PCF results. Overall, cut-off criteria define which parts of a pro-
duc4on process are included in the assessment [21]. The PAS 2050 requires at 
least 95% of GHG emissions to be included in the study [42]. As a result, inputs 
which contribute to less than 1% of the total GHG emissions can be excluded. For 
example, for medium density fireboard these excluded inputs can be chemicals 
(paraffin wax) or specific energy flows (energy for seedling cul4va4on) [40].  
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In detail the standard excludes the following emissions:  

·      Human energy inputs to processes  
·      Transporta4on of consumers for retail purposes 
·      Transporta4on of employees concerning their daily workplace 
·      Transporta4on services provided by animals [42].  

The ISO standard states, that generally all emissions should be included however, 
if “individual material or energy flows are found to be insignificant (…) these may 
be excluded for prac4cal reasons” [16]. If data is excluded it needs to be reported 
separately as excluded data. Therefore, no specific percentage or rule is given, 
leading to similar exclusions as explained with PAS 2050. Contrary the GHG pro-
duct standard requires all emissions to be included (100%). Since the protocol is 
based on an aDribu4onal life-cycle approach, meaning that only GHG emissions 
and removals, which are “aDributed to the unit of analysis of the studied pro-
duct” [39] have to be considered. Consequently, the following emissions are ex-
cluded since they are “non-aDributable processes” [39]:     

·      Transporta4on of consumers for retail purposes 
·      Transporta4on of employees concerning their daily workplace 
·      Capital goods (like machinery) 
·      Overhead opera4ons (like air condi4oning) 
·      Corporate ac4vi4es and services (like R&D, marke4ng) [39].  

Capital goods, like machines or buildings, are excluded in PAS 2050 as well. Con-
trary ISO 14067 states, that capital goods may only be excluded if they are insi-
gnificant and do not alter the calcula4ons significantly [40], [16]. Capital goods 
can make up a significant amount of GHG emissions, like in the produc4on of fi-
berboards they can make up to 11,3%, and consequently play an important role 
for the comparison of the standards [40]. The GHG product standard considers 
offsets and avoided emissions to be outside the life-cycle boundaries and there-
fore are not considered [39]. The PAS 2050 and ISO standards exclude offsewng 
as well, but they do not men4on avoided emissions [16], [42].  

The 4me boundary is picked for the data collec4on phase. The inventory results 
will be accounted for within that 4me boundary [21]. Therefore, a report using 
the ISO standard considers the length of the product life-cycle. The same rules 
apply to the GHG product standard and PAS 2050. If supplementary product ca-
tegory rules exist these shall be applied [16], [42], [39]. However, if the 4me pe-
riod is unknown one hundred years have to be considered as a default value [37], 
[39]. The technological system boundary documents which manufacturing pro-
cesses are included in the report. Resources, manufacturing and, consump4on 
have geographic peculiari4es, which need to be considered to have a representa-
4ve report fiwng the func4onal unit. As a suppor4ve measure for this step, a 
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process map can be created. The map shows all input and output flows based on 
the life cycle stage of the product [21].  

Lastly, all relevant GHG emissions must be included. For the GHG product stan-
dard these are the six GHG emissions named in the Kyoto protocol (see chapter 
2). It is recommended to further include all emissions recorded from the IPCC 
(2007 report, table 2.14). The IPCC emissions are the base for a calcula4on with 
the PAS 2050, all 63 have to be included [21]. However, the latest release of GWP 
calcula4ons shall be used [42]. The ISO also requires the list of GHG emissions 
from the latest IPCC assessment report (4ll now it is 2013) [16].  

4.2. Footprint calculation  

The second step of the PCF process is the calcula4on of the PCF. This process 
consists of the following sub-steps: data collec4on, alloca4on, biogene4c carbon 
dioxide, carbon removals, stored carbon dioxide, land-use change, energy, trans-
porta4on and, calcula4on [21]. The focus here will be on the steps which differ 
between the standards. Figure 9 visualizes the eight sub-steps.  

Figure 9: Visualiza4on of the sub-steps concerning the PCF calcula4on  

The data collec4on process must align with the general principles of the stan-
dards. Addi4onally, the data quality is characterized by ISO as 4me-related, geo-
graphical coverage, technological coverage, precision, representa4veness, repro-
ducibility, sources of the data and, the uncertainty of the informa4on [16]. The 
data quality characteris4cs are an updated list of the ones defined in the GHG 
product standard and the PAS 2050 [42], [39]. Primary data is not necessary for 
downstream emission, but shall be collected for all processes which are control-
led by the company [42]. Upstream emission can be calculated with secondary 
data as well. Databases that can be used for acquiring secondary data are for ex-
ample ProBas, GEMIS, ELCD, and ecoinvent [21].  

Some processes include a co-produc4on of two products, nevertheless only one 
product is the subject of the PCF study. Consequently, the input and output flow 
of both products must be assigned to each product. This method is called alloca-
4on. Generally, alloca4on should be avoided [21] by crea4ng sub-processes, re-
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defining the func4onal unit, or expand the system and therefore the direct emis-
sions of the co-product are known [39]. If it is not possible to avoid the co-pro-
duc4on the standards offer different guidance. The PAS 2050 states to further 
include supplementary requirements for guidelines on alloca4on. If no supple-
mentary requirements exist economic alloca4on shall be used [42]. The GHG pro-
tocol standard explains three methods to perform alloca4on: economic alloca4on 
(like PAS 2050), physical alloca4on, and other rela4onships [39].  

Figure 10: The three different alloca4on methods  

The ISO standard follows the methods proposed by the GHG product standard. 
For recycling, the same rules are applied like alloca4on. There is a differen4a4on 
between closed-loop and open-loop recycling methods. In an open-loop produc-
4on, the recycled material undergoes an inherent change and is reused in a diffe-
rent produc4on system. In a closed-loop produc4on, which can also apply to 
open-loop produc4ons, the material does not undergo inherent changes, and as 
a result, alloca4on can be avoided [16]. Meaning in a closed-loop recycling sys-
tem the emissions occurring in the process is included in the calcula4on [39].  

Biogene4c carbon describes emissions that are derived from biomass. Contrary 
emissions derived from fossil fuels are referred to as non-biogenic. In the GHG 
product standard biogene4c and non-biogene4c emissions should be reported 
separately [39]. The same applies to the ISO standard [16]. PAS 2050 offers no 
guidance on this topic and the given examples in the guide make no separa4ons 
[42], [37]. If the PCF study is cradle-to-gate based informa4on on biogenic carbon 
has to be provided [16], [42], [39]. If Biogene4c carbon removals occur, these are 
subtracted from the calcula4on in PAS 2050 and GHG product standard [42], [39]. 
In contrast, ISO 14067 requires carbon removals to be reported separately as ne-
ga4ve values [16]. The difference in the calcula4on approach can cause no4ce-
able fluctua4on in the results. Consequently, industries, which have a high share 
of biogene4c carbon, profit from the subtrac4on method since it reduces their 
PCF [30], [40]. It is important to note that PAS 2050 excludes food and feed pro-
ducts from the calcula4on of carbon removals. Instead, a “zero-weigh4ng” factor 
is used at the end of the life-cycle sewng both carbon removals and subsequent 
emissions to zero [37]. The ISO standard requires all emissions to be treated as 
released and therefore does not take delayed emissions or removals into account 
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[16]. The PAS 2050 offers a weigh4ng factor to calculate delayed emissions but it 
is not required [42]. The GHG product standard on the contrary does not allow a 
weigh4ng factor and it is op4onal to show the impact of delayed emissions in a 
separate report [39]. Another subtopic is the treatment of stored carbon dioxide. 
Part of the first step is to set the 4me boundary for the footprint calcula4on. 
Stored carbon occurs according to the PAS 2050 guide, in long-las4ng products 
which store carbon dioxide and do not release it within one hundred years [37]. 
The GHG product standard clarifies stored carbon as chemical components, 
which can occur in non-biogenic or biogenic products and are “recycled or reused 
in another product cycle, released as CO₂ or CH₄ during waste treatment (…), or 
stored as a result of waste treatment” [39]. If products can not be decomposi4on 
they can be disposed in landfills [39]. The ISO standard follows the assump4ons 
made in the GHG protocol (2011) [16]. However, the ISO requires the stored car-
bon to be reported separately, whereas PAS and the GHG standards allow the 
amount of stored carbon to be deducted from the PCF results. This can cause fur-
ther differences in the obtained results  [40]. For example in medium density fi-
berboard the PCF is -658.42 kg CO₂eq when using the GHG product standard, but 
when using the ISO the PCF is 816.92 kg CO₂eq. Due to the inclusion of capital 
goods in ISO the net results of the PCF are s4ll higher with -567.32 kg CO₂eq [40].  

The treatment of land-use change is one of the key points when calcula4ng a PCF 
since it can have a significant impact on the footprint. When land is used to pro-
duce a product the changes in carbon stocks must be assessed. Changes in car-
bon stocks consider the change in biomass within the set 4me boundary above- 
and below ground. This includes emissions as well as carbon removals or stored 
carbon, that occurs due to indirect or direct land-use must be reported. Examples 
of emissions from direct land-use change are the conversion of grassland to en-
ergy crops, conversion of land to infrastructure, or produc4on plans. The example 
of indirect land-use change given by the standard is, that the direct land-use 
change of a field from producing food to biofuel can lead to another land-use 
change somewhere else to producing food since the demand for food needs to 
be met. The ISO standard refers to the calcula4on from the IPCC guideline and 
requires the net direct land-use change to be documented separately. The land-
use change can be calculated by assessing the difference in GHG emissions and 
removals compared to a reference land use. Furthermore, GHG emissions or re-
movals which originate from land use must be included in the PCF report [16]. 
The PAS 2050 offers addi4onal default values for selected countries for the calcu-
la4on in Annex C. Contrary to ISO indirect land-use changes are excluded [42]. All 
GHG emissions which occur due to direct land-use change like clearing a forest to 
plant cul4vated crops are assessed. Although these emissions occur within a year, 
mostly a 20 year period is used for the calcula4on. Alterna4vely, to the 20 year 
period the harvest cycle is also used, the rule for the 4me period is, that the lon-
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ger 4meframe has to be applied. This also works backward, if it is unknown when 
the last land-use change was and it cannot be proven, that no land-use changes 
were made within the last 20 years or harvest cycle, the GHG emissions and re-
movals are relevant. The PAS guide follows six steps for the assessment [37]:  

1.     Checking if the emissions from land-use change are relevant 
2.     The place of origin/ loca4on needs to be known 
3.     Previous land use has to be discovered 
4.     Use of Annex C to iden4fy the emissions factor 
5.     The percentage of the land area which is used is mul4plied by the fac-

tor  

6.     The results from five are divided by yield (ha/year) [37]. 

The GHG product standard considers direct land-use change impacts in two cate-
gories. One is a change in carbon stock due to the conversion of land within or 
between different categories for land use. Categories for land use are but not li-
mited to the forest, cropland, seDlements, rock, and bare soil. And Secondly 
“from the prepara4on of converted land, such as biomass burning” [39]. Addi4o-
nally, to the defini4on given by ISO 14067 for carbon stock, the protocol also in-
cludes dead and soil organic maDer like liDer. The protocol further offers a detai-
led example of the calcula4on for direct land-use change, which is a mix of the 
methods explained above. Indirect land-use changes are excluded by the GHG 
product standard since it is based on a consequen4al life-cycle approach and in-
direct land-use is not aDribu4onal. The standard gives the example for indirect 
land-use change as an increase for animal food crops in the US, which leads to 
rising demand for cropland in Brazil. The higher demand triggers deforesta4on in 
Brazil to produce more crops and sa4sfy the US market [39].  

Overall the energy assessment includes upstream and downstream emissions 
which occur within the life cycle of the energy provider. Further, energy genera4-
on is included and distribu4on and transmission losses must be taken into ac-
count as well [16]. The PAS 2050 allows “renewable energy-specific emission fac-
tors” [42]. The factor can only be used if there is “a direct and isolated causal link 
between the genera4on of renewable electricity and its use in a product system 
in order for it to count as renewable” [37]. If any of these two criteria are not 
met, the na4onal average energy emission factor is applied. These rules are set 
to prevent double-coun4ng [21]. The ISO standard does not consider renewable 
energy sources, since the differen4a4on between renewable energy and not 
green energy is not represented in the public energy grid [16]. GHG product 
standard does not men4on a special treatment for renewable energy [21]. 

The emissions concerning transporta4on have been men4oned earlier with the 
cut-off criteria of the standards (chapter 4.1). Generally, all transports which oc-
cur and are directly linked to the produc4on like the transporta4on of resources 
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or distribu4onal purposes must be assessed. The online calculator ECO TransIT 
Wold can be useful when assessing global supply chains [21]. The PAS 2050 has 
no specific factor for aircrai emissions. The GHG product standard and ISO state 
that, since these emissions can have a higher impact on the atmosphere, an avia-
4on mul4plier can be used [16], [39]. The GHG product standard further requires 
the source to be disclosed in the report [39]. The ISO requires the results of the 
mul4plier to be reported separately and they can not be included in the PCF [16]. 

For the calcula4on of the footprint only the GHG protocol and the PAS 2050 give 
an approach [42], [39]. The ISO 14067 includes no calcula4on formulas except for 
alloca4on purposes. No other steps or explicit support is given [16].  The GHG 
protocol recommends six calcula4on steps for the PCF:  

1.     Sewng the GWP value  
The most recent IPCC values are recommended but other values like 
the ones following the UNFCCC are accepted as well.  

2.     Calcula4on of the carbon dioxide equivalents (CO₂e) using collected 
data 
The formula for processes or financial data is:  
kg CO₂eq = ac4vity Data (unit) * emission factor (kg GHG/unit) * GWP 
(kg CO₂eq/kg GHG) 
The emission factors represent the GHG emissions (one gas or a speci-
fic mix of CO₂eq) per unit of ac4vity data.  
For direct emissions, the formula is:  
kg CO₂eq = direct emissions data (kg GHG) * GWP (kg CO₂eq/kg GHG) 
Carbon removals can be calculated by mul4plying the amount of car-
bon by “the ra4o of molecular weights of CO₂ (44) and carbon 
(12)” [39]. 
kg CO₂eq = kg biogenic carbon * (44/12) * GWP (kg CO₂eq/kg GHG) 

3.     Calcula4on of total inventory results (CO₂e/unit) 
The formula is:  

Emissions are posi4ve values and removals are nega4ve since the in-
ventory results represent the amount of GHGs which enter the atmos-
phere.  

4.     Inventory results per life cycle stage  
The formula is:  
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5.     Separa4on of repor4ngs 
If appropriate biogene4c and non-biogene4c removals and emissions, 
and land-use impacts should be reported separately.  

6.     Life-cycle stages specifica4ons  
Cradle-to-gate and gate-to-gate inventory results have to be calculated 
separately [39].  

  

The approach proposed in PAS 2050 has five steps which are similar to the ones 
explained from the GHG product standard. However, step five is not a require-
ment for PAS 2050. The guideline to PAS 2050 also displays a full example for the 
calcula4on of the PCF for the produc4on of one liter of orange juice for guidance 
[42].  

4.3. Uncertainty and quality assessment  

Step three is the evalua4on of uncertainty factors. A bias in the results can occur 
due to the quality of the data, specific life cycle assump4ons (included processes 
and system boundaries) [21]. Whereas the PAS 2050 only demands to reduce un-
certainty as much as possible [42] the ISO and GHG standards differen4ate bet-
ween three different types. The types of uncertainty are parameter, scenario and 
model uncertainty. Parameter uncertainty includes GHG emission factors, ac4vity 
data, and direct emission data. Scenario uncertainty deals with methodological 
choices like the end-of-life scenario or the alloca4on method. Lastly model uncer-
tainty considers limita4ons of the model which can occur from assump4ons 
made during the calcula4on, like a linear development of fer4lizer per ha  [16], 
[39].   

Figure 11: The three different types of uncertainty in the PCF assessment  

When uncertainty is considered the results are usually given within a confidence 
interval, meaning the calculated PCF should be expressed e.g. as 10 kg CO₂eq ± 
21% or PCF = (10 ± 2,1)  kg CO₂eq. Nevertheless, depending on the depth of the 
uncertainty assessment it can be quite complex. Therefore the effort must be in 
propor4on to the benefits since all calculated PCF from all companies have un-
certainty [21]. The GHG product standard requires all sources (men4oned above) 
of uncertainty to be listed and described. This is necessary to compare products 
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or improve one’s performance since the assump4ons made in the calcula4on 
have to be the same [39]. ISO 14067 requires a cri4cal assessment of the results 
which equals the one described by the GHG product standard  [16].  

To substan4ate the findings they should be assured by the repor4ng company, 
stakeholder, and the “assurer”. Therefore, a first-party assurer is an employee of 
the party, but independent from the complete PCF assessment process. A third-
party assurer is consequently independent of the organiza4on which assessed 
the PCF. It is considered to be useful for a company to first have the results revi-
sed within the company and then confirmed by a third party. Addi4onally, the 
level of assurance, which can either be limited or reasonable, must be reported. 
The level is determined by the underlying tone of the statement, which can be 
nega4ve (limited) or posi4ve (reasonable). ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 give more 
detailed insights on cri4cal reviews [39]. The PAS 2050 proposes very similar ty-
pes of assurance to support the PCF claims. The standard further defines the eli-
gible claims a company can make based on the type of conformity. If conformity 
is given by an independent third-party, which is accredited to provide cer4fica4-
on to PAS 2050, it shall be stated as cer4fied. Is the assurance made by any other 
third-party the report is labeled as “declared”. Lastly, the report can be “self-de-
clared” if an independent person within the organiza4on reviewed the report 
[42]. ISO 14067 requires the cri4cal review of the PCF assessment to be aligned 
with ISO/TS 14071 [16].   

4.4. Report 

For the assessment or accoun4ng the five principles in the PAS 2050 and the GHG 
product standard are applied [42], [39], and further for the ISO the addi4onal 
principles [16]. The GHG protocol product standard sets clear requirements for 
the informa4on to be included in the report. The general informa4on includes 
company and product informa4on, func4onal unit and reference flow, included 
life-cycle stages, addi4onal GHGs, PCRs, inventory date and version. The bounda-
ry sewng has to include life-cycle stages, process map, excluded and included 
(non) aDribu4onal processes, 4me period and land-use change method. If alloca-
4on was performed a disclosure and jus4fica4on of the methods needs to be gi-
ven. For the data collec4on and quality, a statement on the data sources and the 
quality must be given.  Addi4onal there needs to be a qualita4ve statement on 
uncertainty and methodological choices. And lastly the inventory results include 
sources and data for GWP, total PCF results, results by life-cycle stages in percent, 
(non) biogenic emissions and removals separately, and carbon storage. Figure 12 
visualizes the repor4ng requirements of the GHG protocol product standard. 
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Figure 12: GHG protocol product standard repor4ng requirements  

The ISO 14067 has a similarly detailed request concerning the report and gives 
clear guidance on the required informa4on and which numbers should be repor-
ted separately [16]. The PAS 2050 gives requirements for the report of the PCF in 
Annex B. They are not as elaborate as the ones from the GHG protocol. Contrary, 
the focus is more on Informa4on, which sets the standards apart. The PAS requi-
res a descrip4on of the system boundary, carbon storage, land-use change, exclu-
sions based on materiality, produc4on materials, energy sources, use phase ana-
lysis, alloca4on of emissions, recycling, and secondary data sources [42], [37].  

The overall goal when assessing the PCF of a product should be the reduc4on of 
emissions [21]. The PAS 2050 and the GHG product standard further give guideli-
nes on how to reduce one's carbon footprint [37], [39]. Especially the GHG pro-
duct protocol has clear requirements if a company decides to include informa4on 
on carbon reduc4on targets in their report. This requires a company to report 
changes concerning the assessed PCF and to update the results based on the 
same func4onal unit. Further, aier the ini4al PCF assessment reduc4on targets 
should be set based on the total results and may add a detailed goal for specific 
life-cycle stages. When the reduc4on targets are met, the report has to be repea-
ted to include and account for the reduc4ons [39]. The PAS 2050 guide explains 
how to iden4fy “hotspots” in the process stages, which shall be addressed [37]. 
ISO 14067 points out, that the assessment enables the reduc4on of emissions, 
but does not give any further guidance [16].  
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4.5. Communication  

The communica4on of the PCF can involve different target groups. Depending on 
the targeted audience, being internal or external stakeholders of a company, 
suppliers, or customers a report or a label can be more effec4ve. It is important 
to note that statements involving the overall sustainability of products are not 
permiDed [21]. Since only the GHG emissions are assessed but other impact fac-
tors like water or energy use are not considered. The PAS 2050 gives no specific 
requirements for communica4on. Instead, further informa4on should be sought 
from other interna4onal standards [42]. The ISO standard had originally in the 
ISO/TS 14067 from 2013 communica4on rules integrated. But with the revised 
version other ISO standards like ISO 14026 are now referenced as a requirement 
for communica4ng the results (see Figure 6, chapter 3.3).  

The GHG product protocol gives examples for PR messages. The Report can be 
used to differen4ate the product in adver4sements and for internal purposes. If 
the main processes for the GHG emissions are iden4fied, they can be effec4vely 
reduced. For example, Coca-Cola conducted a PCF assessment and by reducing 
mainly their refrigerator emissions they could reduce their PCF by around 35 per-
cent. The overall marke4ng statement was that if all retailers did the same 5-16% 
percent of total GHG emissions from drinks could be saved. Nevertheless, the 
standard gives no clear requirements towards labeling, even though communica-
4on is part of the repor4ng chapter the requirements are only high level  [39].  

The Labels used to communicate the PCF differ and are not specified by the stan-
dards. It can state: carbon footprint measured, carbon footprint reduced, or a 
specific number [21]. However, studies have shown that these lack informa4on 
for the customers. A coloring and comparison method is required for a label to 
be informa4ve for the customers [11], [36].  

4.6. Summary of the main differences 

Figure 13: The main criteria which are treated differently in the standards. 

As a summary, the biggest differences between the standards are in the catego-
ries: cut-off-criteria, capital goods, alloca4on & recycling, repor4ng, stored car-
bon, land-use change, green electricity, and uncertainty assessment.  
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A complete summary of the comparison has been made in table 1, where all ca-
tegories and steps are listed. The different dealings with the criteria can lead to 
significant varia4ons between the PCF assessments. The most detailed guidance 
and requirements are given by the GHG product standard, followed by PAS 2050 
and ISO 14067.  

Standard 
/ 
Criteria

PAS 2050 (2011) GHG Protocol (2011) ISO 14067 (2018)

Goal To provide a standard 
to calculate GHG 
emissions of goods 
and services

Detailed guidelines 
for accoun4ng and 
repor4ng of GHG 
emissions

Unified standard of the 
quan4fica4on process and 
communica4on of GHG 
emissions

Label ex-
ample

General 
principles

·    Relevance 
·    Completeness 
·    Consistency 
·    Accuracy 
·    Transparency

·    Relevance 
·    Completeness 
·    Consistency 
·    Accuracy 
·    Transparency

·    Life cycle perspec4ve 
·    Rela4ve approach and 

func4onal or declared 
unit 

·    Itera4ve approach 
·    Priority of scien4fic ap-

proach 
·    Relevance 
·    Completeness 
·    Consistency 
·    Coherence 
·    Accuracy 
·    Transparency 
·    Avoidance of double 

coun4ng
Base for 
GHG 
emissions

IPCC 2007a Kyoto Protocol IPCC 2013

Life-Cycle 
Assess-
ment 
Phases

·    Cradle-to-gate 
·    Cradle-to-grave

·    Cradle-to-gate 
·    Cradle-to-grave

·    Cradle-to-gate 
·    Cradle-to-grave 
·    Gate-to-gate 
·    Par4al life cycle

Cut off 
criteria

At least 95% of total 
GHG emissions must 
be included, if mate-
riality is below 1% it 
can be excluded

No criteria, 100% 
completeness is re-
quired

No specific criteria, insigni-
ficant emissions can be ex-
cluded (compulsory disclo-
sure for these)
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Excluded 
emissions

Human energy in-
puts, transporta4on: 
consumers for retail 
purposes; employees 
concerning their daily 
workplace; services 
provided by animals

All non-aDribu4onal 
processes (capital 
goods, overhead ope-
ra4ons, corporate 
ac4vi4es, consumers 
for retail purposes; 
commute distances 
of employees

Nothing men4oned

Capital 
goods

excluded excluded Can be excluded if they are 
insignificant

Data qua-
lity requi-
rements

·    4me-related co-
verage 

·    geographical spe-
cificity 

·    technology cover-
age 

·    accuracy 
·    precision 
·    completeness 
·    consistency 
·    reproducibility 
·    data sources

·    technological re-
presenta4veness   

·    geographical re-
presenta4veness   

·    temporal repre-
senta4veness   

·    completeness 
·    reliability

·    4me-related coverage 
·    geographical specificity 
·    technology coverage 
·    precision 
·    completeness 
·    representa4veness 
·    consistency 
·    reproducibility 
·    data sources 
·    uncertainty of informa-

4on

Standard 
/ Criteria

1.     PAS 2050 (2011) 1.    GHG Protocol 
(2011)

1.     ISO 14067 (2018)

Alloca4on 2.     avoidance  
3.     economic alloca-

4on

2.    avoidance  
3.    economic, phy-

sical alloca4on 
or other rela4-
onship

2.     avoidance 
3.     economic, physical 

alloca4on or other 
rela4onship

recycling Formulars given for 
closed and open loop 
recycling

Open or closed loop 
recycling procedure 
following the rules of 
alloca4on

Open or closed loop recy-
cling procedure following 
the rules of alloca4on

Carbon 
removals

Are included and 
subtracted from the 
total emissions

Are included and 
subtracted from the 
total emissions and 
must be reported 
separately

Must be calculated and 
reported separately

Delayed 
emissions

Can be calculated 
with a weigh4ng fac-
tor

Can be reported se-
parately

Excluded

Stored 
carbon

Stored emissions 
shall be included wit-
hin the 100 year as-
sessment period

Stored carbon should 
be reported

Stored carbon shall be cal-
culated and reported sepa-
rately

Land-use-
change

Clear calcula4on pro-
cedure for direct land 
use change and de-
fault emission factor 
per country

Clear guidance for 
direct land use chan-
ge, indirect land use 
changes are excluded

Direct and indirect GHG 
emissions and removals are 
required following the IPCC 
Guideline, net emissions 
must be documented sepa-
rately

Green 
electricity

Special green-energy 
factor if criteria are 
fulfilled

Not men4oned Not considered
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Table 1: Comparison of the PAS 205, GHG protocol product standard, and ISO 14067 

  

Emissions 
from air-
planes

No special treatment A mul4plier shall be 
used to represent the 
higher impact

A mul4plier can be used, 
but has to be reported se-
parately

Further 
exclusions

Offsets Offsets and avoided 
emissions

Offsets

Uncer-
tainty

Should be avoided Has to be assesses 
and reported

Should be considered and 
reported

Assurance Level of assurance 
and conformity 
claims given

Level of assurance 
based the assurer’s 
rela4on to the as-
sessment

Has to follow ISO/TS 14071

Repor4ng 
require-
ments

Clear requirements Detailed and clear 
requirements

Detailed and clear require-
ments

Reduc4on 
targets

Not required, but 
give guidance to 
iden4fy “carbon hot-
spots”

Voluntary to set re-
duc4on targets, but 
gives requirements if 
an organiza4on choo-
ses to set reduc4on 
targets

Not required

Commu-
nica4on

Not included Not included Guideline in ISO
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5. PCF improvements  

The overall goal of a PCF assessment is to analyze the results to gain transparency 
over the company’s emissions and to be able to reduce the emissions of the pro-
duct. To further enhance the introduc4on and tracking of carbon emissions, ac-
4ons recommended by the IPCC are incorporated in the assessment. These are 
further aligned with exis4ng requirements by the guidelines, which are beneficial 
to carbon reduc4ons. In the last step, the communica4on concept from the Nut-
ri-score system is applied as a best prac4ce method, to solve exis4ng insecuri4es 
concerning carbon labels. The Nutri-score was chosen since it is a well-accepted 
and known product evalua4on system for customers in the food sector [43].   

5.1. Improvement criteria and methods  

The IPCC includes mi4ga4on strategies in its reports on climate change. Since the 
PCF focuses on GHG emissions, which are the main drivers of climate change. The 
PCF should give further instruc4ons on how to reduce the PCF and make it aDrac-
4ve for companies to achieve a lower PCF. One approach is to include and evalua-
te mi4ga4on strategies within the PCF assessment.  

The IPCC proposes different mi4ga4on and adapta4on strategies, which are effi-
cient but never sufficient by themselves, only in combina4on. The mi4ga4on stra-
tegies propose ac4ve interven4ons to reduce emissions. Whereas adap4on stra-
tegies are adjustments to reduce harmful climate change effects or use advanta-
geous opportuni4es. For every measure, there are benefits and trade-offs. For 
example, an adap4on op4on could be to use biotechnology to create gene4cally 
modified crops, that will be more drought and pes4cide resistant and conse-
quently result in higher yields. However, there is a perceived risk to human health 
and skep4cism towards its safety. Furthermore, there are ecological risks to in-
troducing gene4cally modified crops to natural environments  [3]. Consequently, 
there is no perfect way to handle climate change only a set of strategies to redu-
ce the effects. Each strategy is designed to reduce different side effects of climate 
change, this is why the proposed strategies are only efficient in combina4on. 

There is very high confidence that “innova4ons and investments in environmen-
tally sound infrastructure” can lower GHG emissions [3]. Innova4ons can create 
further mi4ga4on op4ons and enhance their effec4veness. At the same 4me, in-
ven4ons and infrastructure can reduce the nega4ve impacts of climate change. 
This includes investments in sustainable (low-carbon) energy produc4on, which 
can reduce the overall carbon footprint of the energy sector. The IPCC proposes 
environmental policies, available financial support, and technologies to create a 
wider economic development. This is underlined by robust evidence that the en-
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ergy demand needs to be reduced in the near future to prevent lock-in effects in 
carbon-intensive energy produc4ons e.g lignite power plants. Low-carbon pro-
duc4ons are renewable energies like wind, bioenergy, solar alterna4vely nuclear 
energy. If this form of energy produc4on is increased to 80% by 2050 on a 
worldwide scale (and increased further in the future) the temperature rise could 
be reduced to 2 degrees. [3]. The carbon footprint category which is impacted by 
this strategy is energy. Investments are not considered in the PCF and are more 
applicable on a cooperate level than on a product level. The IPCC further states 
that “emissions can be substan4ally lowered through changes in consump4on 
paDerns” [3]. The PCF will educate the consumer on the carbon footprint of the 
products they buy and therefore build a knowledge base for consump4on emis-
sions. Based on this informa4on consumers can make a purchasing decision ba-
sed on climate friendliness.  

Another mi4ga4on measure is to reduce transport emissions. This can be archi-
ved by reducing or avoiding travel distances. Addi4onally, the carbon and energy 
intensity in the transporta4on sector needs to be reduced [3]. This implies the 
promo4on of more local produc4ons and fewer employee/ resources/ product 
journeys. A reduc4on can also be achieved through increased efficiency in the 
produc4on process or energy usage [3].  

The Nutri-score is a scoring system used for processed food, to give consumers a 
quick and easy overview of the healthiness of a product. The Nutri-score is based 
on a scoring system that gives posi4ve values for “unhealthy” ingredients like su-
gar, salt, and saturated fat. On the other side, favorable ingredients like proteins, 
vegetables, and fruits have nega4ve values. The ingredients have therefore nega-
4ve or posi4ve weigh4ng factors which are summed in the Nutri-score. The cal-
culated number is not displayed but transferred into categories. These categories 
range from “A” to “E” where “A” stands for a healthier product than “E”. Addi4o-
nally, a color code is used from green (A) to red (E). The Nutri-score can be used 
to compare products within one category or even beyond like the display of calo-
ries on food. It is a simple comparison based on the ingredients and if a customer 
wants to know if a ready-to-eat pasta has more favorable ingredients than a rea-
dy-to-eat pizza the comparison can be made [43]. The system of the Nutri-score 
will be applied to the PCF concept in the next chapters.  

5.2. Calculation alterations       

The proposed PCF-Score method transfers the idea from the Nutri-Score System 
to the product carbon footprint calcula4on. This elaborates the GHG protocol 
product standard approach to carbon removals. Here the GHG removals are 
subtracted from the final results and all results have to be separately reported. 
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However, this idea can be taken further to dis4nguish between emission reduc-
4on measures and the omission of those. The impact of avoided emissions is de-
scribed later in this chapter.  

The energy assessment needs a favorable calcula4on for low-carbon energy pro-
duc4ons like renewable energy sources to enforce the mi4ga4on strategy from 
the IPCC. Therefore, the factor as proposed by the PAS 2050 is the minimum to 
support green energy sources. The criteria have to be adjusted to be more app-
licable and suppor4ve of renewable energy. If a company has a pure green ener-
gy contract and they support the produc4on of wind, solar, and water energy, 
they should be treated differently than other energy sources. Pure means in this 
context that the energy payments are 100% invested in renewable energy pro-
duc4on by the energy supplier. Therefore the organiza4on needs to have a cer4-
ficate sta4ng that their energy contract supplies renwable energy. Even though 
the actual energy provided by the grid may not be green, sine energy always ta-
kes the smallest route. When comparing the number of a tradi4onal fossil power 
plant with a solar, or wind power plant the differences in terms of GHG emissions 
are huge. To produce one kWh of energy a: lignite power plant produces about 
875 to 1125 g CO₂eq/kWh [44], biopower plant about 16 to 74 g of CO₂eq/kWh, 
photovoltaic power system about 14 to 32 g CO₂eq/kWh, and a wind power plant 
about 8 to 20 g CO₂eq/kWh [45]. Figure 14 shows the GHG emissions from the 
men4oned power systems to produce one kWh. 

Figure 14: GHG emissions from energy produc4on  

The exact numbers vary based on the specifics of the power plant. The numbers 
displayed in figure 12 are the median of the given ranges. The ranges displayed 
are from the IPCC reports on renewable energy from 2012 [45] and 2014 [44].  

For the PCF assessment altera4ons are proposed. This means, that an organiza4-
on which has a renewable energy contract can use it. A company producing wall 
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paint in Berlin would rely on lignite power since most power plants around the 
city are s4ll lignite power plants. The company had to account e.g. 120 kWh (fic-
4onal number) needed to produce one liter of paint. This means with the exis4ng 
guideline they had to account for: 

·       120kWh * 1,001 kg CO₂eq/kWh = 120,2 kg CO₂eq (average number for 
lignite power plant used, as given above).  

Now the company can calculate its emissions based on a solar energy contract. 
There has to be no point-to-point connec4on. Only a cer4ficate which states this 
type of energy produc4on (here solar) is 100% supported by this contract. In 
terms of calcula4on, this leads to: 

·      120 kWh * 0,023 kg CO₂eq/kWh = 2,76 kg CO₂eq (average number for 
photovoltaic power system used, as given above).  

A further factor here is avoided GHG emissions. In the assessed standards they 
are outside the boundaries. However, it would be useful to allow companies to 
report avoided GHG emissions separately as “avoided fossil emissions through 
renewable energies” to show and promote the impact of green energy. The com-
pany producing the paint, as an example, could report that they saved 117,44 kg 
CO₂eq due to using renewable energy. This number can serve as a best-prac4ce 
method for other companies, to iden4fy hot-spots and reduc4on poten4als.  

The PCF assessment should include the employee's GHG emissions from business 
travels and commu4ng to draw the firm’s aDen4on towards these emissions. 
Both the PAS 2050 and GHG product standard explicitly exclude these. However, 
since they are key factors for mi4ga4on as proposed by the IPCC, these emissions 
should be included on a product level and not only on a corporate level. The 
overall produc4on transporta4ons are already included in all three guidelines. 
However, companies should be informed to pay aDen4on to these areas and look 
for reduc4on poten4als in energy supply and transporta4on. The calcula4on alte-
ra4on is to include chapter 6 “Business travel” and chapter 7 “Employee commu-
4ng” from the GHG protocol scope 3 standard in the PCF assessment. These in-
clude but are not limited to air, rail, bus, and automobile travel [23]. These emis-
sions may make up only a small amount of the total emissions, but they are s4ll 
an important factor. It raises awareness for private and business transporta4on 
methods and the number varies between companies. The fic4onal example of 
the company producing wall paint would have to account for their business tra-
vels and employee commu4ng. For simplifica4on, reasons are all employers from 
Berlin and therefore their distance to work is on average 10km. All employees 
use the bus. To produce the paint four managers fly 4000km each for procure-
ment reasons. However, since the deal includes the produc4on of 10.000 liters of 
paint only, not all GHG emissions are aDributed to one liter of paint. Addi4onally, 
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as proposed by the ISO and GHG product standard a mul4plier it used to account 
for radia4ve forcing. The mul4plier used for the example is five as proposed by 
the Umweltbundesamt [46]. The database ProBas is used for reference GHG 
emission data.  

The company’s employer transporta4on emissions are calculated:  

·      0,0362 kg CO₂eq/ km (average diesel fueled bus [47]) * 40 km = 1,448 
kg CO₂eq 

·       (0,145 kg CO₂eq/km (average interna4onal flight [47])*16000km* 5 
(mul4plier)/10000 = 1,16 kg CO₂eq 

This results in addi4onal 2,608 kg CO₂eq for one liter of wall paint.  

The Nutri-score has a system of subtrac4ng favorable ingredients and subtrac4ng 
less favorable ones. PAS 2050 and GHG product standards already allow the 
subtrac4on of carbon removals. However, to take this a step further and for ex-
ample to favor biogene4c emissions over fossil GHG emissions, to follow the Nut-
ri-score system would be canceling out the goal of the whole PCF assessment. 
The goal is to reduce GHG emissions as much as possible and not create a shii in 
their origin. Therefore, this part of the Nutri-score cannot be adapted further. 
Even though the standards offer different life-cycle op4ons for the calcula4on of 
a PCF (cradle-to-gate or cradle-to-grave), the PCF displayed on product should be 
cradle-to grave based. On the back of the product the numbers of the total PCF, 
avoided emissions, and the percentage of cradle-to-gate, and gate-to-grave emis-
sions should be displayed to give the customer a more detailed overview. The 
number should be displayed in the same style as calories intakes are described 
on food products. This way customers are already used to the concept and have 
more detailed informa4on than just the category, if they are interested.  

The GHG product standard offers voluntary requirements for sewng reduc4on 
targets. However, it should be obligatory for organiza4ons to set reduc4on tar-
gets aier the PCF assessment. When relevant changes to the calcula4on occur 
with in the whole PCF assessment an updated report should be made. Relevant 
changes can be differences  e.g., in the produc4on, the use resources, transporta-
4on.   

To summarize the example of the company producing wall paint PCF: they now 
have 2,76 kg CO₂eq emissions for energy use and addi4onal 2,608 kg CO₂eq due 
to transporta4on. However, the company also reports 117,44 kg CO₂eq avoided 
emissions with renewable energy. In terms of emissions reduc4ons, both catego-
ries offer poten4al. Changing to renewable energy, however has a   much greater 

effect.   
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5.3. Communication approach     

The Nutri-score has a scale from A to E with A being the best and E less healthy. 
Addi4onally, there is a color code used for emphasizing the meaning of the let-
ters. The Nutri-score is used for labeling processed foods aier an easy and open 
set of rules.  Its limita4ons are the op4onal usage and the hindrance by organic 
foods since it only takes the ingredients but no pes4cides or other harmful addi-
4ves for humans into account.  

Figure 15: Nutri-score label 

For companies that seek a compe44ve advantage with the PCF assessment and 
for consumers assessing the climate friendliness of a product the missing compa-
rability is a big border. Since the func4onal unit is the boDle-neck for product 
comparisons. Only products with the same func4onal units can be compared ac-
cording to the three standards. Considering the common consumer knowledge of 
PCFs and how other labels work it is argued that the fact will be ignored, and 
consumers will naturally start to compare products. Especially since the func4o-
nal unit is not included in PCF labels e.g. from carbon trust [38]. There are two 
op4ons to mi4gate the issue. One, clear product category rules with a set defini-
4on of the func4onal unit have to be developed. These PCRs would then be in-
cluded in the guidelines and be a clear requirement. A more radical approach 
would be to simply calculate the GHG emissions based on the product's weight or 
the product as a whole.  

The Nutri-score for example simply takes all ingredients into account and then 
displays the result. It does not maDer if one meal is heavier than the other or 
produced differently, only the ingredients maDer and their amount of e.g. sugar, 
salt, or fat in 100 grams or liters. The same can be applied to products. Of course, 
the calculated amount of kg CO₂eq is only valid for this specific product, with the 
specified func4onal unit. However, in terms of product use and comparisons, it is 
irrelevant. The consumer is simply interested in the amount of GHG emissions 
associated with this product and then be able to pick a product with a low foot-
print. Coming back to the assessed product being wall paint the defini4on of the 
func4onal unit includes the cover capability and kg CO₂eq for one liter of color. 
Assuming in a store there are two white paints available A and B. Paint A has a 
higher cover capability than B, but also a higher carbon footprint for one liter of 
Paint. In scenario one if the customer only wants to renew the white wall paint 
color B would be sufficient and have a lower footprint. It could be assumed that 
consumers are manipulated into buying seemingly lower carbon footprint pro-
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ducts, but increasing consump4on through these, since more paint is needed to 
have the same color coverage with B than with A. Consequently, paint A has the 
lower carbon footprint in this special use case where a customer, for example, 
wants to cover up a dark wall with white paint. The example visualizes the gene-
ral buying criteria customer have for a specific product use which are based on 
the quality of the product. Nevertheless, these criteria are always there. In con-
clusion, if the defini4on of the func4onal unit is similar to the use criteria consu-
mers have, and uses the same calcula4on basis (grams, liters, etc.), it can be defi-
ned as the buyer's knowledge. If the buyer then has that knowledge (as assu-
med) they would also be able to compare two products based on different func-
4onal units and take these differences into account, when looking at the carbon 
footprints of color A and B. The same process is also happening with calories ac-
coun4ng, ingredients, and energy use informa4on. 

To follow the KISS method also applied by the Nutri-score. KISS stands for Keep it 
short and simple. This implies that the label needs to convey its message in an 
easily understandable statement and quick way [48].  The PCF label needs to 
convey the overall performance in a category. Nothing more. No product catego-
ry comparison, the goal is not to have “greener” charcoal than others but simply 
to state if the amount of kg CO₂eq is high or low. Since all results are calculated 
based on kg CO₂eq they are comparable and can be assigned to a specific catego-
ry. This enables a quick product differen4a4on between products. To help the 
customer decide whether the stated performance is a high carbon footprint or 
low. The category can be further used to compare two different products. For ex-
ample, a snack can be e.g. a yogurt, ice, or fruit. To decide which of these is the 
more climate-friendly snack the categories can be compared.  

Due to uncertainty issues, the footprint should be given within a range. This ap-
proach follows the Nutri-score, where the results are displayed in leDers (A-E) 
similar to the energy cer4ficate (leDers A-G) of the product. In both assessments, 
the final number is not displayed only the category score. Since the exact number 
of the PCF is only under certain condi4ons true and hardly replicable, it is propo-
sed to only display a categorial result of the PCF and not the exact number. PCF 
label design studies have shown that the exact number has liDle value to the 
customer. Only a ra4ng makes the assessment valuable to the customer and can 
support purchase decisions and comparisons. The color code behind the leDers 
helps the customer assess which leDer is “the best” and which one is “the worst” 
[34] [35] [36]. An example of a PCF label similar to the Nutri-score is shown in 
figure 16. Nevertheless, the repor4ng guidelines men4oned earlier imply more 
detailed informa4on on the back of the product, where the calculated number 
should be displayed with addi4onal informa4on as given below. 
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Figure 16: Label design example PCF 

Informa4on on the back for the fic4onal paint company: 

Total PCF:       25 kg CO₂eq 
Avoided emissions: 117,44 kg CO₂eq 
Emissions un4l purchase: 90% 
Emissions during use-phase and disposal: 10%. 
The Nutri-score uses different scales for food products. One scale is based on 
grams and the other is based on milliliters [43]. The same concepts should be ap-
plied to the PCF label categories. Depending on the unit the scale should be ad-
apted. The fic4onal paint company as a locally owned medium-business reaches 
a score of B. The categories would s4ll have to be properly assessed and defined. 
But as a fic4onal example, this company is already aware of low-carbon produc-
4on concepts and conscious of its carbon footprint.  
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6. Discussion    

To validate the altera4ons proposed to the exis4ng standards and create a PCF 
scoring system different studies have to be carried out. Firstly, the reasonable ca-
tegories for the number of kg CO₂eq need to be determined. This can be achie-
ved by comparing different studies based on different products to iden4fy the 
overall kg CO₂e range. A database like ProBas or ecoinvent can be used to per-
form a cluster analysis to iden4fy reasonable clusters and category ranges. The 
categories can differ between industries or the calculated unit (kWh, liters, kg). 
These categories ranges as well as the calcula4on changes should be evaluated 
with experts from the industry and scien4sts. Pilot studies will be necessary to 
rule out any unwanted results and to validate the sought impact of suppor4ng a 
low carbon behavior in companies. Once the footprints are calculated and the 
categories are developed, a design study concerning the labels has to be conduc-
ted. If the consumer understands the label and feels secure in its use a unified 
understandable product carbon footprint label can be used. The necessity of 
more detailed informa4on on the back of a product has to be tested as well in a 
case study.  
Even with these altera4ons, the focus is s4ll only on GHG emissions. Consequent-
ly, the label will suggest climate friendliness of products but can not make gene-
ral claims of sustainability or other environmental aspects. Here the PEF can help 
to also display water use or other environmental impacts. A further outlook is to 
animate companies to develop products based on a low carbon product design 
[49].  
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7. Conclusion  

This study compared the three main standards for a PCF assessment. To make the 
comparison the concept of the carbon footprint was introduced. To reduce GHG 
emissions companies need to know their carbon footprint and iden4fy reduc4on 
poten4als. The three interna4onally accepted standards for a PCF assessment are 
PAS 2050, the GHG protocol product standard, and ISO 14067. These standards 
were explained and compared in detail based on their assessment categories. 
The main calcula4on differences were found in the  categories cut-off-criteria, 
capital goods, alloca4on & recycling, repor4ng, stored carbon, land-use change, 
green electricity, and uncertainty assessment. The GHG product standard has the 
most detailed explana4ons and guidelines.  

It was further argued that the different standards have to be unified and push for 
a climate-friendly behavior. To make companies focus more on the reduc4on of 
carbon emissions aier the assessment mi4ga4on strategies from the IPCC were 
introduced. For the categories green-energy and transporta4on, new calcula4on 
criteria are proposed. These changes make green-energy accoun4ng more acces-
sible and show off the big impact of renewable energy sources. Transporta4on 
emissions are an important factor and should also include journey GHG emissi-
ons from employees. Carbon reduc4ons should reduce the calcula4on like it is 
already done in some standards. However, avoided emissions should also be re-
ported to create an incen4ve for companies to reduce their carbon footprint.  

Product comparison needs to be possible with the PCF assessments. It will be 
done naturally by consumers since it is possible with all other known product la-
bels. Products have special criteria which give them value, this may influence the 
PCF assessment, but it also influences the buyer’s decision in the same way. The-
refore, the criteria which are used to define the func4onal unit, are also used to 
make a buying decision. The Label should not display the calculated PCF result, 
but rather use categories like the Nutri-score to adjust to uncertain4es and give 
the customers a ranking for the product's performance. Like the Nutri-score the 
label should convey the informa4on easily and quickly. Using categories that are 
ranked this can be achieved. Nevertheless, for more interested consumer a more 
detailed repor4ng should be included on the back of the product. Implica4ons for 
further research are to analyze exis4ng PCF data to form suitable PCF categories 
and validate the label and calcula4on adjustments.  
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